
The cava project
A different version of the wine rack.



Cava is a multiform piece of wine rack. 
It resembles a building in small scale made of columns and slabs, which can be split or expanded horizontally or vertically, depending on the 
space available.  

Most of the times in constructions, the elements of electromechanical installations are “hidden” for matters of aesthetics. When it comes to 
Cava, though, the case is the exact opposite; the mounting of the piping takes up the lead role.  

Cava series is a product inspired for small as well for larger spaces, as it can be divided or expanded accordingly through numerous combinations 
of designs, materials, colours and textures.  
The use of Cava is not restricted in the display and storage of bottles since it can also function as: 
• Cava-side table 
• Cava-bar 
• Cava-mini-bar 
• Cava-tasting table

Cava - Side Table Cava -  Mini-Bar Cava - Bar Cava - Tasting Table



Trolley or free-standing wine racks 50cm heigh, 
featuring serving counter 40x25cm/ 40x40cm/ 
54x40cm. Accommodate from 3 to 9 bottles.

Cava Side Tables



Cava mini-bars
Wall-mounted wine racks 100cm heigh, featuring 

serving counter 40x25cm/ 40x40cm/ 54x40cm and glass 
racks. Accommodate from 5 to 20 bottles.



Cava bars

Wall-mounted wine racks 200cm 
heigh, featuring serving counter 

40x25cm/ 40x40cm/ 54x40cm and glass 
racks. Accommodate from 9 to 32 

bottles.

basics



Cava bars

Wall-mounted wine racks 200cm 
heigh, featuring pendant 

light, serving counter 60x40cm/ 
70x40cm and glass 

racks. Accommodate from 22 to 34 
bottles.

lights on



big

Cava bars

Wall-mounted wine racks 200cm 
heigh, featuring serving counter 

74x74cm and glass 
racks. Accommodate from 60 to 68 

bottles.



Cava tasting tables
Wall-mounted wine racks 200cm 
heigh, featuring serving counter 

40x25cm/ 40x40cm/ 54x40cm and glass 
racks. Accommodate from 9 to 32 

bottles.



Cava construction elements 
Each product of Cava range consists of columns, slabs and bottle holders which are easily connected in a mechanical way.  

Cava columns are the vertical structural elements which, along with the slabs, constitute the frame structure of Cava. 

Cava slabs are the horizontal structural elements which, along with the columns, constitute the bearing body of Cava. Moreover, they function as 
shelves for object display or drink serving. 

Cava bottle holders constitute the building block of Cava. It is a synthesis of pipe holders, which – following a particular treatment – are placed in a 
sculptural complex, thus forming the body of CAVA. 

Cava can accommodate specially designed accessories, such as serving trays, serving surfaces, wine glass racks or hanging lighting fixture, 
according to the model selected.

Cava Column Cava Bottle Holders Cava Slab Cava Accessories



cava columns 
The columns are made of solid steel with galvanized 
coating or in the natural black colour of steel with 
varnish coating, in 3 different heights/ 50, 100 and 
200cm high, of 18mm diameter. 
Available either with a wheel base with or without 
brake for trolley Cava, or, with a fixed base with a 
rubber footpad for free standing or wall-mounted 
Cava. 

Cava black Column

Cava Black Bottle Holder

Cava combinations

cava bottle holders 
Each synthesis can accommodate from 2 to 20 
bottles. Each Cava can feature one or more bottle 
holder syntheses, depending on the design. 
Metal holders are made of galvanized steel and are 
lined with removable rubber for the protection of 
bottles. The holders are suitable for small or large 
bottles of up to 11.5cm diameter. 
Metal columns bearing bottle holders are available 
in galvanized or in the natural black colour of solid 
steel of 6mm diameter. 
The syntheses are available in single, double or 
triple format/ 37, 48, 60, 70 and 98cm high. Easy 
assembly between Cava slabs.

The simple assembly system of Cava allows for the easy change of columns, bottle holders or slabs, as well as for the division or expansion of 
the furniture into a smaller or larger composition respectively; thus the final product can be altered constantly through numerous combinations 

of designs, materials, colours and textures, depending on the needs of the user and the architecture and decoration of the space.

Cava Galvanized 
Column

Cava Black Column 
with wall bracket for 
wall-mounted Cava

Cava Galvanized Bottle Holder



cava slabs 

The slabs are made of solid steel, solid wood or marble with laser-cutting in 
different designs, colours and textures. 

Metal Slab 
1. Solid Slab made of steel, 3mm thick. 
2. Perforated Slab made of steel, 3mm thick, created with punching on 
special mould. 
3. Retro design perforated slab made of steel, 3mm thick. 
The retro pattern is inspired by traditional doily embroidery (cutwork and 
needlework) used for the decoration and protection of all horizontal 
furniture surfaces in houses, as of the Greek and French traditional folk art.  

Available options: 
a. Clear Varnish Slab 
Clear varnish is applied on the sheet metal electrostatically, thus protecting 
steel from oxidation. When applied on a matte or glossy finish, it brings out 
the natural colour and the "water-like patterns" of steel. This process makes 
each clear varnish slab unique.  
b. Colour Slab 
Electrostatic coating in Ral colours. Colour protects steel from oxidation.  
Available colours: 
> White (Ral 9016) with matte or glossy finish 
> Black (Ral 9005) with matte, glossy or fine gritty matte finish 
> Red (Ral 3020) with matte or glossy finish 
> Yellow (Ral1003) with glossy finish 
> Mint turquoise (Ral 6033) with glossy finish 
> Pastel green (Ral 6019) with glossy finish 
 Option for coating in any Ral colour and with any finish, upon request. 
c. Galvanized Slab 
Slab protected by oxidation through electrogalvanization. The end finish of 
the galvanized slab forms "water-like patterns" and therefore each piece is 
unique. The tone might vary among orders made at different points in time. 
So, it is recommended to order together slabs to be placed in one CAVA. 

Cava Solid Metal 
Slab

Cava Perforated 
Metal Slab

Cava Retro Design 
Metal Slab



Wooden Slab 

1. Osb Slab 
Osb/3 panel, 18mm thick, created with laser cutting. Treated with 
matte varnish for extra protection. OSB/3 (Quality 3 Oriented Strand 
Board) is a structural wood panel made of special type wood chips 
bonded together with resin of high resistance against humidity and 
heat, arranged in oriented layout.  
  
2. Oak Slab 
Single-layer solid wooden panels with lateral welding of oak wood 
elements, 2cm thick in total, created with laser cutting. Treated with 
matte varnish for extra protection.  
  

Marble Slab 

Slab of marble from Dionyssos, 20mm thick, created with water-jet 
cutting. Treated with waterproof varnish. 

Cava Wooden Slab- Osb Cava Wooden Slab- Oak

Cava Marble Slab - Dionyssos



cava accessories 

Cava Glass Rack 
Hanging glass rack base, 30cm long, made of stainless steel. Glasses 
slide in and out of the rack, this way saving space and making the rack 
user-friendly. 

Cava Serving Surface with or without handles 
Acrylic (plexiglass) transparent serving surface with or without handles. 
It can be used as bench-serving surface for drinks. 
It is placed over the slab on top of the bottle holder edges. Thanks to 
its flat transparent design, the structure looks minimalistic with the 
objects on it as if suspended in the air.  
It is made of clear plexiglass, 8mm thick, with laser cutting. 
The cut surfaces (edges) are evened manually in order to achieve the 
optimum plane finish and smooth texture. The edges are not varnished, 
but, matte treated so that the tray does not break when it comes into 
contact with substances containing alcohol. 
It is hygienically suitable for the direct placement of food on its surface. 
Clear plexiglass is clearer than common glass, as well as break-resistant 
and lightweight in comparison to common glass of equivalent weight. 
It is available in 3 dimensions: 
> Single surface, 322x177mm, fitting the single bottle holder synthesis 
> Double surface, 322x322mm, fitting the double bottle holder 
synthesis 
> Triple surface, 322x467mm, fitting the triple bottle holder synthesis 

Cava Pendant Light 
Pendant light with decorative lamp Edison, round cable, lamp holder 
made of black glossy porcelain and transparent foot switch and plug. 
Materials: 
Decorative lamp Edison Ε27/40W Φ125x180mm 230V. 
Round cable in black & white fabric 2x0.75. 
Lamp holder made of black glossy porcelain. 
Transparent foot switch and plug.

Cava Glass Rack

Cava Serving Surface with or without handles

Cava Pendant Light
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